Customer Story

A health insurance company frees the creative and enables sales teams with Bynder
About our customer*:

Our client is a leading health insurance company in the US. One of the largest health insurers, it serves millions of people across the country.

* This business case illustrates a genuine case study of a Bynder customer that can’t be named due to strict brand guidelines. The customer is a health insurance company. Screenshots and images have been edited and rendered anonymous.

Employees: 4,350
Using Bynder since: 2018
A HEALTH INSURANCE COMPANY X BYNDER: AT A GLANCE

Highlights

**Background:** As a large health insurance company, our client’s creative services team needed a solution that could easily be configured to support and simplify the content creation process to speed up time to market.

**Challenge:** Because the creative team handles requests from multiple teams, this created bottlenecks and hindered their ability to produce assets that support sales and ultimately drive revenue.

**Solution:** With Bynder, our client’s employees find assets easily without having to ask the creative services team. By saving time, effort, and enabling a self-service approach to using company assets, the creative team has more time to focus on value-adding activities.

**Results:** This health insurer can now access previous assets and projects to produce content faster, instead of spending time finding assets, they can focus on producing work that drives business value.

---

**87%** asset utilization rate

**8,786** assets stored

**100+** active users

**7,640** assets downloaded
Bynder offers an easier way to filter through requests to expedite our process and ensure people get the right assets at the right time.

A representative from the health insurance company
About the customer

Our client is part of one of the largest associations of health insurers in the country, collectively covering around one-third of the American population. For decades, this health insurance company has been expanding across the United States of America trying to build healthier lives for their customers. They harness the very latest ideas and technologies to deliver access to care that meets customer needs through a robust and diversified portfolio of products and services.

With a team spread across North America, our client’s creative services team needs to tackle the challenge of delivering on ever-increasing content requests, while maintaining the quality and speed expected from other departments. What their creative services team needed was a solution that could help speed up time to market by simplifying the content creation process so that they can better support the sales teams.

Situation

Our client’s expansion across North America means that the creative team needs to streamline and optimize content operations to cater to increasing demand from sales teams.

“It was a little bit of a guessing game in terms of the style that people wanted and whether a similar project had been completed in the past.”

To avoid spending time recreating assets before finding out whether it has already been created, a representative from the creative services team says he “had a giant 3GB document that had all the PDFs listed, which I used to search for all the different content.” However, searching through this document was slow and could only really be accessed and understood by anyone familiar with the project codes. Also, he mentioned that “Designers don’t always have the time to stop what they’re doing and search through all the projects they’ve worked on in the past year for previous projects,” leading to bottlenecks in the creative processes.
Challenges + previous system

“Oftentimes requests come in from colleagues looking for imagery and the creative folks had to try to interpret what they want.”

With the creative team under time pressure to deliver on projects, the main challenge was to create more efficiencies in the content creation process and reduce time spent finding or recreating assets, while ensuring that employees always had the latest assets at hand. With no centralized system in place, everyone would resort to inefficient behavior: saving hundreds of pdfs on their local desktop as a reference, increasing the risk of using outdated materials, logos and headshots in presentations or other collateral.
Given these challenges around accessibility and speed of execution, they needed a platform that could:

- Help employees speed up the time to find content by providing self-service access for key stakeholders
- Increase performance overall by serving as a centralized solution to store previous projects, brand assets, and employee headshots
- Create more brand consistency and control across all sales enablement content produced
Solution

With Bynder, everyone at the health insurance company can find assets immediately and push content out to channels at their own pace. They easily find the style of imagery they want to use, freeing up time for the creative services team.

Centralizing all previous projects

“People who are getting a new text file for a new brochure can look back at previous jobs and have a better baseline for the creation of new content.”

Enabling widespread adoption with intuitive UI

“Bynder’s interface was preferable because it felt a lot more intuitive and like retail websites that people use nowadays.”

Helping teams be self-sufficient

“We were the go-to department when public relations were not able to access a headshot. We’ve been able to turn this into a self-service function. They don’t need us to dig it out, because they can do it themselves.”

Recycling content and ideas

“Colleagues can find imagery used in another campaign and refer to that for new creative requests.”

Updating the website automatically

“The ease of updating assets and having them update everywhere was the biggest draw for us.”

Ensuring correct asset usage

“We put watermarks on old headshots to make sure mistakes aren’t made.”
The Bynder Brand Portal
Teams using Bynder

Bynder DAM

Team 1 (External)
- External teams
  - Media
  - Printers
  - Vendors
  - Advertising partners

Team 2 (Internal)
- Internal teams
  - Marketing
  - Creative services
  - PR
  - Sales

Collections
Web integration
Configurable taxonomy
Specific benefits

The health insurance company has expanded across the nation with help from the creative services team who leverage Bynder to enable their sales teams. Their efforts pay off in reduced time spent finding and creating assets, as well as empowering other teams to leverage content from within the DAM, ensuring a consistent and up-to-date look and feel across every customer touchpoint.

Streamlining and centralizing assets
Assets available in Bynder ensure the latest version is being used and gives everyone at the health insurance company self-service access to the content they need.

Speeding up time to content
The creative services team can deliver more content, faster and in a way that everyone can leverage it, no matter if they’re in the office or out in the field.

Driving growth with sales enablement
By speeding up time to content, creative teams can focus on driving value and supporting revenue-driving initiatives rather than focus on administrative tasks.
WHAT’S NEXT FOR THE HEALTH INSURANCE COMPANY?

Enabling sales teams with integrated systems

“The ease of updating assets and having them update everywhere was the biggest draw for us.”

Streamlined creative process: To continue streamlining their content creation process and making it as self-service as possible, the health insurer’s creative services team will continue to leverage Bynder as their central source of truth for all content.

Connected solutions: Additionally, to continue delivering on the speed of execution of creative assets, they are planning on integrating Bynder with other digital technologies, such as their website, creative tooling and project management solutions.

“The driver behind getting a DAM was to make edits on the website a bit smoother as it was previously a little convoluted. With Bynder, the fact that anyone with the right privilege level can do it was the biggest draw—the ease of use. For example, if you update the logo in Bynder it’s automatically on the website.”
“We know that whatever is in Bynder is the latest and greatest version.

A representative from the health insurance company